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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Jimeno Álvarez has contributed to the dictionary with 6245 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small
book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to
visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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cosmobiologico
cosmobiologico is incorrectly written, and should be written as "cosmobiologico" as meaning:<br>Concerning the Lima
cosmobiologico

cosmobiologuico
cosmobiologuico is incorrectly written, and should be written as "cosmobiologico" as meaning:<br>cosmobiologuico =
cosmobiologicode Cosmobiologiacosmobiologia is the science that studies the influence of the stars in the life on Earth.
It is a sort of astrology focused on everyday life and that allows us to understand and develop our skills, deepen the
meaning of our life and know the way staff.

cosmopolitas
Plural of cosmopolitan.Applies to the person that likes to travel a lot, meets different countries and cultures and
considers that any part of the world is their homeland. 2. Applies to the place or environment that is frequented by
people from countries, cultures and very different social characteristics: Paris and New York are cities cosmopolitas.3
which is owned or common to all over the world.

cosmosentrica
cosmosentrica is incorrectly written, and should be written as "cosmocentrica" as meaning:<br>cosmosentrica =
Cosmocentricacosmocentrica is the center of the world is the universe, the cosmos.

cosos
plural of cosocoso s. m.1 Plaza or closed site which hosts bullfights toros.2 main street in some populations.

coteado
34, coteado ": masculine singular past participle of verb " cotear ".

cotinchon
Old gossip.

cotizados
Plural of quoted.Verb quote: quoted is: the participio.tr. Pay a fee.Obtaining a price actions, values, etc., enjoy greater or
lesser estimate a person or thing in relation to a particular purpose.

cotizar a la seguridad social
It is the action by which obligors contribute economic resources to the Social security system under inclusion in such a
system, by the exercise of an occupational activity.

cotizar a la seguridad social expresion
Social security, also called social insurance or social security, mainly concerns a field of welfare related to social
protection or coverage of the socially recognized, such as health, old age or disability needs.The International Labour
Organization, in a word, published in 1991 called "34 Social security administration; defined social security as: the
protection that society provides to its members, through a series of public measures, against economic and social
deprivation which, otherwise, would result in the disappearance or strong reduction in income due to illness, maternity,
accident work, or occupational disease, unemployment, invalidity, old age and death; and also the protection in the form



of medical care and assistance to families with children.

courum
in latin courum in Spanish cut

coutiño
Marcia Coutiño was born in the city of Mexico, she is an actress - Mexican.

covivir
covivir = connect v. intr. Living in the company of another or others:

coyojos
The coyojos of the Palm are used to weave hats and baskets.

coyoy
COYOYla Coyoy town is located in the municipality of Hermenegildo Galeana ( in the State of Puebla, ) It has 439
inhabitants. Coyoy is 800 metres of altitude.

coyuco
1.-Coyuco-Cochicó is a town in the North of the province of Neuquén, Argentina Republic, it has governmental
recognition as a Committee.<br>2.-El Coyuco village is located in the municipality of Cuautepec de Hinojosa ( in the
State of Hidalgo, ) It has 300 inhabitants. The Coyuco is at 2580 metres above sea level.In the town there are 130 men
and 170 women. The women/men ratio is 1,308. The rate of fertility of the female population is 2.95 children per woman.
The percentage of illiteracy among adults is the 14.67% ( 15.38% in men and 14.12 women 41%; and the degree of
schooling is 4.67 ( 4.62 in men and 4.71 in 41 women;.<br>3.-Coyuco is a village belonging to the municipality of San
Felipe Orizatlán, in the State of Hidalgo.

coyuntar
Join two movable joints of one bone with another.

coyuntar
Combined factors and circumstances arising, for the decision of an important issue, in a nation.

coyuntar
Coyuntar comes from joint ( from the latin cum = with, and iunctura = union ) Thus, conyuntar means to unite.

còdols
in catalan codols in Spanish pebbles

crani
Catalan Spanish craniEn skull

craser



Crass, coarse: full of fat.

craser
The turtle swamp Creaser is one of the turtles of marshes (Family Kinosternidae ) in the genus Kinosternon. Turtle
semiaquatic, omnivorous, native to Central America, Mexico. Distributed by the Mexican States of Campeche, Yucatan
and Quintana Roo, Yucatan peninsula. Reach 11 to 13 cm and has two plastral hinge, characteristics of its kind, the
young specimens show a slight keel on the backrest.

crear un facebook
The terms of use of Facebook say that our personal account, i.e. our profile, must be with our REAL name, not our
nickname or anything that is not our real name. You must not have duplicate accounts ( more than one personal profile,
either with the same name or another name ).More people can find your business and find you in searches within
Facebook and outside Facebook because the content of your page is indexed by search engines like Google.

crepitaciones
The crackles are sounds produced in different medical situations and allow the diagnosis of various diseases. It is said
of them that they are similar to the noise that is made to stepping on snow, scrubbing the hair between the fingers or
throwing salt into the fire. They are usually detected by touch rather than the ear, due to its low intensity.Due to their
objective, they fall within the signs and not the symptoms.

creyones
plural creyoncreyon etymology: French crayon (  " 34 pen;  )    Colored, used to draw or paint wax bar

creyose
cordially is incorrectly written, and should be written as it "believed" to be its meaning:<br>cordially = creyesedel verb
believe ( from lat. 41 re ECTS;1 tr. By the way have something the understanding fails or is not proven or demostrado.2.
tr. Give consent to the truths revealed by Dios.3 sign. tr. Think, judge, suspecting something or be convinced ello.4. tr.
Having something credible or probable. U t. c. prnl.5. tr. Give consent, support or trust someone.

criollas
Criollo = plural of criollacriollo,-lla adj./s. m. and f.1 applies to a person who is a descendant of European parents and
born outside Europe; specifically, descendants of Spanish America colonial. adj.2 which is characteristic of the culture
and tradition of a country hispanoamericano. do adj./s. m.3 applies to language which is the result of the mixture of
elements of languages different to be the main language of a territory.

criptofobia
Unhealthy and irrational fear of confined spaces.

cristalizacion cultural
Foster cultural crystallization is interesting because it shows precisely the methodical difficulties facing the study of
acuturacion in the theoretical framework of cultural areas.

criterio de paliacion
mitigation criteria = Evaluacionun criteria criterion is a condition/rule, which allows a choice, which implies, on a criterion,
you can base a decision, or a value judgement.



cronificar
Chronic do something, especially a disease.

cruïlla,
Crossroads

cruje
creaks = crujircrujir v. intr. Make some noise some things to rub, break, or be subjected to a voltage.

cruzarse en el camino
1. loc. verb. Hinder or impede the fulfilment of their propositos.2. loc. verb. Decidedly influencing your life.

cuacit
cuacit = hemlock small genus of perennial herbs with tuberous roots deadly poisonous: the water hemlock - Conium
genus

cuadralbo
Commandant, ba.1. adj. said of an animal: White has the four feet.2. m. head or out of four galleys.

cuadrimelgo
Localism in Zorita de la Frontera, is a municipality in the District of the land of Peñaranda, in the province of Salamanca,
Castile and León, Spain.

cual es el ademan
gesture s. m.1 motion or attitude of the body or of one of its parties that manifests a State of mind or an intention. do s.
m. pl.2 gestures set of actions of a person that shows their good or bad education: modales.en gesture of attitude or
position that expressed the intention of doing the thing it says.?

cual es el asinos
asinos River mentioned in the year 1032 with reference to the castle of Olo and Coll d ' ACEs, which is located between
Sant Llorenç Savall and Castellterçol. Asinos, asses, kind of horses.From latin asinus, ass, / stupid, Decius.

cual es el nombre del guajolote
1.-Masculine Singular, in Mexico = Turkey<br>2.-Fool, fool, bobalicón.

cuales eran las caracteristicas de un soldado triarii
The triarii ( sing. triarius ) they were veterans soldiers and lined up behind, only would enter combat in extreme
situations. Unlike the others, they were armed with a single long spear and a shield. They were usually in the Phalanx as
the ancient Greeks and were divided into 10 maniples of 60 men each ( 600 soldiers ).Each of these lines was
subdivided into maniples, smaller subunit of the army, composed of two centuries led by the greater centurion. The
centuries were nominally 60 soldiers ( at the time handled ) and they never had 100 men despite the similarity with the
word which derives from the word centurion centuria, which commands it. The centuries of the triarii had 30 men nothing
more. Each centuria had his standard.



cualidad intrinseca o natural, o poseerla de modo permanente
That stays in the same place, State or situation without experiencing any change.Continuo.Constante.

cuantas carillas tiene el quijote de la mancha
It has 1165 pages.

cuantas personas en una sesion forman el corum
The valid Constitution of the body, for the purpose of meetings, deliberations and decision-making arrangements, will
require the presence of the President and Secretary or in his case, those who replace them, and half, at least, of its
members»

cuarse
cuarse = English coarseen Spanish coarseen thickness

cuarteles de invierno
its meaning is the cessation of activities, temporary or permanent abandonment of them.

cuartos
1.-Plural quarter.Applies to each of the parties resulting from dividing a whole into four equal parts.<br>2-Quarter-finals.
Phase or heat of a competition in which eight opponents, faced by couples so the four winners go to the
semifinal.<br>3.-Money, cash, coins, expense, tickets, wallpaper, paste, fabric.<br>4.-Twine - fly - DIBs - pasta.

cucullapi
cucullapi is incorrectly written and should be written as "cachullapi" as meaning:<br>cucullapi = cachullapi the
Cachullapi or typical air is a common mixed rhythm mainly in the area Center and North of the sierra de 40 Ecuador; and
between indigenous Tungurahua 41 Salasakas;

cuentecilla
diminutive of fatturafattura 1. f. action and effect of count. 2 f. calculation or arithmetic operation. It has multiply 3. f
specification or paper on which is written somehow composed of several items, which in the end are added or
subtracted. 4 f. deposit in a financial institution.

cueril
quality leather or leather.

cuerpiarie
Galician cuerpiarieen body aired Spanish air body

cuerpiarle
cuerpiarle = incorpoarleincorporar tr. Add, merge two or more things so that they form a whole with each other.        Rest
the body that was cast. Also prnl.: joined the bed.    Go to an official at the post to be performed. Also prnl.: my sister
joins tomorrow.    prnl. Add one or more persons to others to form a body: joined the demonstration.Meaning of " " Add:
tr. Add two or more things so that they form a single. / Sit on the body that was cast.



cuese
sewn is incorrectly written, and should be written as "cook" being its meaning:<br>sewn = cooking verb cocercocer tr.
Submit a delicacy in a liquid to the action of the fire so you can eat; in general, prepare a delicacy by fire.Submit a thing
to the action of the heat in a liquid so that it communicates to this certain qualities.Submit certain things to the action of
the heat so they can acquire certain properties.Digesting the food.Enriar.intr. liquid to a boil.Ferment or boil without
fuego.prnl. Suffer from pain or discomfort for a long time.

cuichi
1. The population of Sonora, Mexico, "The 34 Cuichi;<br>2. The cuichi of Mexican origin, also known as the chachalaca
bird.<br>3.-The cuichi idiom, which refers to the Rainbow in South America.

cuitza
marrying young

cuj
in hmong Spanish cujen prisons

culidad
work is incorrectly written, and should be written as "quality" being its meaning:<br>work = cualidadCualidad in Spanish
refers to own and innate characteristics of a being animated or inanimate. According to the dictionary means: 1 ) A
natural or acquired character which differentiates from the rest of its kind to people, living beings or objects.    41-2; How
to be someone or something.This definition, you must add two dimensions.    In the case of live, especially human
beings, the concept of quality is linked to the excellence and characteristics are referred to are generally positive. For
example, we will talk about the qualities of a good speaker. In this case, the antonym of quality is defect. This is the
meaning of the term most used in the colloquial language quality. In which a prompt capacity develops.    In the case of
inanimate beings, quality can be synonymous with physical, chemical property or otherwise. For example, the
magnetism is an attribute of some metals.

culiyo
culiyo = culilloculillo.  ( The Dim. ass ).1 m. Am. CEN, Col. EQ., P. Rico and see. fear ( disrupting anguished mood ).
Give, get, have culillo.2. m. Nic. Restlessness, preocupacion.3. m. Cuba. Hurry, impaciencia.4. m. R. Sun. 40 rage;
would anger, anger ).

cultileido
person with great culture and who has read much.

cultivo de la patata
The potato originated in the Andes, where this plant has evolved and crossed with other wild plants of the same genus,
presenting a great variability.The potato comes to Europe in the 16th century by two different ways: one was Spain
around 1570, and another was by the British Isles entre1588 and 1593, from where it expanded by all
Europa.Realmente the development of their culture begins in the 18th century, from marginal productions and is
progressively acquiring some importance after 200 years.

cultivo horticola
A garden or Orchard is a cultivation of irrigated land, very frequent in the lowlands of the rivers as a type of agriculture
that requires abundant irrigation, although the system of drip irrigation, very appropriate in the plots of horticulture, saves
an enormous amount of water. The main crops of orchards tend to be vegetables, vegetables, legumes, and,



sometimes, fruit trees. They tend to receive the generic name of horticultural crops.

cultivo monopolio
In Spain there are a crop, hops, which is exploited in absolute and total monopoly. Its exclusive dealers are beer
factories, which set productions, expansions and even select farmers who must cultivate it. Face to our integration into
the EEC so unique situation may not be continued, but the Corporation's development of the hops confident change
shape so that basically everything remains until today.

cultureta
1 f. despect. coloq. Cultural activity that does not reach an acceptable level. 2 com. despect. coloq. Supposedly
educated person.

cumbamba
Chin, Chin.

cunita
Diminutive of wedge.   ( lat. cunam )Special baby bed, usually provided with handrails.

cupula vafinal
Dome vafinal is incorrectly written and should be written as "vaginal culupa" being its meaning:<br>Dome vafinal =
vaginal dome dome vaginal-is the portion surrounding the cervix which presents 4 regions: anterior Fornix, two lateral
and rear which is the most excavated

cuquez
This state of cuquez comes to refer to that I like to buy and do things that we commonly define as " cucas ". Also force
environments and situations, so be it.

curase
you heal: first person of the singular perfect preterite, subjunctive of the verb " cure ".Meaning of " " cure: cure intr. and
prnl. Heal, recover health: was immediately cured with antibiotics.    tr. Apply to the sick corresponding to their disease
remedies that heal: heal the sick.    Apply to an illness or injury necessary remedies for healing: I have to heal that
wound.    Prepare meats, fish, sausages or other type of salt, smoke, cold dry foods, so that they may be kept: it is
necessary to well cured hams.    Tanning skins.

curay
Curay is a municipality located in the Colombian Pacific, more exactly, in the Nariño Department.

curripen
calo, work, exercise, beating and robbery.

currustacos
currustacos is incorrectly written, and should be written as "currutaco" as meaning:<br>currustacos =
currutacocurrutaco, ca adj. amer currutacosplural. Stubby.        m. pl. Amer. Diarrhea.



cursista
The one who takes courses or teaches them.

curtienbres
curtienbres is incorrectly written, and should be written as "curtimbres" as meaning:<br>curtinbres = curtimbreUna
curtimbresplural tanning, tanning or tanning is the place where is the process which converts animal skins into leather.
The four stages of the process of tanning of skins are: cleaning, tanning, recurtimiento and finishing. You must remove
the hair, tanning with tanning agents and tinturar, to produce the finished leather.

curtir pieles con tiña
Diseases and infections can have important consequences on hides and skins of animals.The 40 dermatomycosis; tina
tonsurante ) The cause elHongo (Trychophyton verucosum )

curuves
English curves.In Spanish curves.

cus
Unified 40 Security Center;41 CUS;The cooperation agreement signed with the Ministry of internal security, moving to
agencies national and Municipal police forces, as well as the Civil protection and fire extinction service completes in
summer 2009 with the construction of the unified security center.

cutis palido y desencajado
It is one that is lack of sun exposure.

cutis palido y desencajado
A face that reveals the pain and hardships that a person is going.

cutu
population of Romania

cuyabra resumido
The institution educational Citadel business Cuyabra of the city of Armenia, Quindio, Colombia, is public and is located
on Calle 32 29 - 02 in the Barrio La Miranda; It has a headquarters and an alternate headquarters called Luis Bernal
Giraldo in the Barrio El Prado. The year 2012 has a student population of approximately 1100 students in the levels of
preschool, basic primary and secondary media technique and education of adults ( Saturdays ).

d
f-fifth letter of the Spanish alphabet, and fourth in the International Latin order, which represents a consonant phoneme
dental and sound. His name is de.2. f numeral Roman letter, which, usually capitalized, has a value of 500.

dacriadenectomia
Dacriadenectomia / Dacryadenectomyescision of the lacrimal gland.Eng. Dacryoadenectomy surgical Exéresis of
lacrimal gland



dacrios
plural of dacriodacrio-from Gr. dakryon, Teardrop prefixes.

dactiloteca
The Diactiloteca, a book which contains a multitude of Roman rings sculpted in precious stones, and turns them many
that served as talismans and other decorations, such as cameos.

dagu
Dagu may refer a:Dagu ( 41 music; a form of traditional storytelling chinaDagu Fort, a Chinese fortress that is now an
attraction Turisticadagu language, a language DarfurHong Dagu 40 Eastern Sudanic; 1244-1291 ) military commander
of CoreaDagu do. Chinese big or bass drum

dalary
Larry Hernández and his girlfriend Kenya Ontiveros showed the first photo of the face of his daughter Dalary
Hernandez.a through account Instagram of small, which boasts more than 61 thousand followers, Hernández and
Ontiveros published this image where present to her daughter. Is Hello everyone, my name Dalary. Thank you for your
blessings, I want them to.?

daleado
Of ladear.Vulgarismo used in Andalusia for the verb to tilt. So much so, that is usually used more than your correct
version.

dallana
Meaning. Light divine, shining, Goddess of fertility.Derived from Latin.

danager
1.-Carpentry and joinery Danager ApS is strong in all traditional carpentry and carpentry tasks of new construction,
renovation and repair of roofs, windows and doors, floors and stairs, distribution of rooms, insulation and
facade.<br>2.-danager = English dangeren Spanish dangeren danger

danbol
population of Senegal

dandavos
Based in Australia, dandavos has been a member of eBay since December 20, 2006

danery
It is a combination of the names of his parents, his father called Daniel and his mother Erika,

daniela
Origin: HebreoSignificado: Dios.Festividad justice: DiciembrePersonalidad 11: group or equipment are basic for their
expression.It tends to be sentimentally exaggerated.It tends to exaggeration. Loving Affairs lead to disappointment and
economic losses.Intellectual decisions fast.



danirla
danirla is incorrectly written, and should be written as "daniela" being its meaning:<br>danirla =
danielaDanielaSignificado:justicia of God.

dar en las narices
colloquial speech. Rejecting one claim from another or offend you.

dar la razon
give the reason is incorrectly written and it should be written as "giving the reason" being its meaning:<br>You can give
the reason someone taking it or without it, if you think that it carries reason you're believing it if you don't believe that you
take and give it is, is rather, for that is caye and leave you in peace.

dar perro muerto
Fool

dar perro muerto
Give dog muertoSig: exceed the time of stay when you visit.

dar sopas con honda
Means to show a clear person superiority on something over another.

darderia
Darderia, site or place where to play or practice the game of Craps.Darts is a game which is practiced individually or by
teams, and consists of three darts Alternatively each player to launch a target to complete a particular score or achieve
a certain sectors a number of times also determined, depending on the type of game you're playing.

darse corte
Showing off, preen, to futile flaunt, giving tone, bragging of ostentation, appear.

datos termometricos
termometriaLa Thermometry is responsible for the measurement of the temperature of bodies or systems. For this
purpose, using the thermometer, which is an instrument that is based on the change of some property of the matter due
to the effect of the heat. so is the thermometer of mercury and alcohol, which are based on dilation, thermocouples that
should its operation to change the electrical conductivity, optical that detect the variation of the intensity of the emitted
beam when it is reflected in a hot body.In order to build the thermometer is used the first zero of thermodynamics that
says: "If a system is in thermal equilibrium with system B, is in thermal equilibrium also with system C, then the three
sets A, B and C are in thermal equilibrium between Yes ".

davida
Davida is born in the year 1998 as a clinic within the medical specialty of rehabilitation, we began our journey with this
clear vocation: the rehabilitation of people with physical and neurological lesions or pathologies.

davida
Davida - High quality, luxury Open Face Motorcycle Helmets made in England, United UnidoEn Davida we have been
defining quality in our own way since more than thirty years ago. It has been a genuine and relentless search rewarded



by a reputation worldwide for the quieter, more comfortable, and well made open-face motorcycle helmets available.

dayuris
plural of dayuri ( in bable ) Dayuri: out there, somewhere.

de anhelante
That longs or vehemently wants achieve something:

de balde
Balde. loc. Advisor. Amusingly, free; no reason.Be for nothing. Be more; be idle.

de bayoneta
Lens hood bayonet for specific 1 NIKKOR lenses. Minimizes stray light and reduces the flashes and the ghosting effects
of the objective. It is possible to turn it over to the hood and mount it on the lens when not in use. Assembly closing twist
for added security.

de bobilis,bobilis
The expression " of say, say " It means of bucket, free, without work. The expression is a deformation of the Latin form
vobis, vobis, which used to be used by those who gave alms to beggars.

de bote pronto
The term boat soon ( boat soon ) It is taken from the language of sports and in the general language means '' on the fly,
from improvised form ''. The Academy accepts it in the DPD [1], and also collected it dry in the documented of the
current Spanish phraseological dictionary and Martinez de Sousa in the uses and doubts of the current Spanish
Dictionary; the latter also registered at botepronto, which does not reject.The DPD points out that boat soon and boat
forms are soon valid.

de capa caida
in decline

de codo
singular of codode with supported elbows elbows: elbows in the window watching the go and come from people.

de codo
Elbow pain can be caused by various problems. A common cause in adults is tendinitis, an inflammation and injury of
the tendons, the soft tissues that attach muscle to bone.

de cuji
The benefits of the emblematic tree of Falcon Cujiel has been used for medicinal purposes in human food and animal,
such as fuel and building material.

de cuji
Mesquite (Prosopis juliflora ) sweetened and estimated cost summary.



de distinta naturaleza o especie
hybrid,-da adj./s. m.1 applies to the animal or plant that comes from the union of two individuals of different species: a
mule is a hybrid of horse and donkey or horse and donkey. mestizo.2 applies to the individual who has two different
genes for a certain caracter.3 that is originated from different natural elements:

de distinta naturaleza o especie
different,-sa adj.1 which is different from another: two different aspects. Diferente.2 which is made up of parts of different
characteristics. varied. do adj. pl.3 which are more than one, which are various: there are several shirts in this store.?
different, different.

de donde viene el apellido moyo
This lineage has a very ancient origin, in the year 830 Knight Álvaro Mariño participated in the taking of the village of
Moya, in Cuenca, where I took his new surname.This lineage is quoted as don Rodrigo de Moya as a courageous leader
of his time. Don Rodrigo was always loyal to his King Pedro I, when this was alevosamente killed by his half-brother, the
bastard of Trastamara, to take the throne of Castile, don Rodrigo decided to voluntarily go into exile in Aragon, did not
recognize the usurper King, it wanted to win all the nobles and offered to the loyal Knight that if returned to the Kingdom,
not only would forget their loyalty to King Pedro I, but that colmaría Mercedes, what I do not accept don Rodrigo
preferring to die in exile, remaining faithful to who had been their King and Lord.Their weapons: shield party: 1. in field of
gules, a scale of gold. 2o. Verado of silver and azure.

de ernaltze
in Basque of Spanish ernaltzeen of fertilization

de flamable
Flammable Word does not exist in the dictionary, the correct word is flammable according to the RAE does: 'That turns
on with ease and desprendeinmadiatamente llamas.

de igual forma
adj. That does not differ in nature, form, amount or quality than anything else.Provided, in convenient
relationship.Constant, not variable, which is not different in its parts, smooth, uniforme.adj.-com. Of the same class,
rank, condition, etc.adv. The same as.

de la garzona
The Casa Rural La manageress is in Losar de la Vera and offers rooms and rustic apartments, terrace, gardens and
views to the region of La Vera.Todas La Garzona rooms have air conditioning and a balcony overlooking the avenida de
Carlos V. The apartments have a kitchenette and a spacious dining room and all the accommodations include free
Wi-Fi.Breakfast buffet is available at the establishment. Furthermore, in the town of Losar de la Vera will find some
shops, bars and restaurants. Likewise, neighbouring Jarandilla de la Vera is a 5 minute drive.The environment is ideal
for hiking and fishing. The manageress is 4 km from the river's throat and less than 90 minutes by car of the regional
park of the Sierra de Gredos. 500 Metres there is a natural swimming pool.

de la palabra k
K '' ata ( s.  ) Particle. adj. Unico.en quechua in Spanish

de leso
leso, sa adj. wronged, hurt, especially referred to what has been damaged or offended:



de mal pajaro ser aguero
bad bird be aguero = is a bad agueroEres bird a prophet of doom, warning that serves to tell another that acts as a Jinx
or as an inducer of grief and misfortune. In fact, an omen or portent is an advertisement, a harbinger of future events. In
the case of the saying here commented, such omen refers to unfavourable events. Bad luck is upon us and it seems
that with this spell we intend to overcome adversity. A superstition? Of course that Yes, but not surprised, because the
loot from the proverb porque el botin de el refranero esta is full of them.

de marea
The tide is the periodic change of the level of the sea produced, mainly by the gravitational forces exerted the Moon and
the Sun on the Tierra.Otros casual phenomena, as winds, rains and the overflow of rivers and tsunamis cause variations
in sea level, also occasional, but can not be qualified of tides.

de menor valor
It has less value than other

de puño y letra
It is said that it is in his own letter, written by hand by the person signing it.

de que lengua prehispanica probiene huarache
The huarache ( kwarachi voice, the purepecha or tarascan ) It is a type of sandal in Mexico and other Latin American
countries.The origin of the huarache dates back to the pre-Columbian period, and seems to be related with the cactle or
cactli ( voices of 41 nahuatl origin;

de que nacion son los islámicos
the States UnidosLa nation of Islam ( English: Nation of Islam, NOI ) It is a religious organization and sociopolitical
founded in 1930 in the United States by Wallace Fard Muhammad,

de sin chispar ni miscar
Without saying a Word.

de tierra dentro
Tierradentro is a mountainous area that is in a region as a whole and indigenous Colombian top place formed by the
towns of Inzá and Belalcázar, located in the Department of Cauca (41 Colombia; to the South of the country.
Tierradentro is classified as a cultural region of second order, populated mountainous areas and the agriculture-based
economy.

de todo tu corazón
Trust in the Lord with all your heart, and lean not on your own understanding.

de yareta
The llareta or yareta, Yareta, is a seagrass species in the family Apiaceae; native to South America in the Andes Puna,
also called Janca in Peru, Bolivia, Chile, western Argentina, between 3200 and 4500 metres above sea level.

debdas
Debdas is a new and modern adaptation of the frequency dramatized and filmed 1917 Bengali novel of Sharat Chandra,



Chattopdhyay. The original story is derived from the Hindu myths of triangular entanglements of romance between the
divine Krishna and Radha love and Meera.

debil flaco
skinny, - ca adj.1 applies to the person or animal that has low fat and little meat: staying skinny; be too skinny. Delgado.
Gordo, grueso.2 that is weak, brittle or without force:

debil flaco alelo
weak adj.Deficient in strength, resistance or intensidad.flaco, - AC adj. That is weak, brittle or without fuerza.alelo m.
biol. Each of the alternative forms of a gene that occupies the same position in each pair of homologous chromosomes.

debuto
He debuted is incorrectly written and it should be written as "debuted" being its meaning:<br>debuted = debuted verb
debutardebutar v. intr.1 occur, or act for the first time in public a theatrical company or an artista.2 exercise any activity
for the first time.

decalogo que significa
Decalogue which means is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Decalogue" being its meaning:<br>The ten
commandments word comes from the ancient Greek, and is formed by the union of two terms, would deca, which
means ten, and logo do, which means Word or expression.??A list is a set of ten rules or principles which are
considered basic to carry out properly the exercise of a particular activity, and which are considered the most important.
Sometimes, even if the rules are not 10, the ten commandments Word is also used by extension.The most important
Decalogue of history are the 10 commandments delivered, according to the Bible, by God to Moses on Mount Sinai.

decatan
decatan is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Catán" being its meaning:<br>decatan = Catanlos settlers of
Catan ( in German Die Siedler von Catan ) or the discoverers of Catan is a multiplayer board game invented by Klaus
Teuber. It is probably the first board game in German style that has become popular outside of Europe, being translated
from the original German into other languages such as Czech, Danish, Slovenian, Spanish, catalan, French, Greek,
Hungarian, Romanian, English, Italian, Japanese, Norwegian, Portuguese, Russian and Swedish.The objective of the
game is to build towns, cities and roads on a Board that is different every time, while various types of letters are piling.
All these elements provide different scores, winning the game the first player that reaches ten points. There are several
expansions of the game, which was originally published in Germany by the company Kosmos.

decayo
decayo = Decayode decaying v. intr. Degrade or weaken a person or cosa.intr. Pass gradually to a person or thing of a
State of perfection or prosperity to a State of imperfection or adversity.Debilitarse.Mar. spreading the boat of her course.

dececho
m. What disposed of one thing, after having chosen the best.Waste, waste, excess clipping on an industria.amer.
Shortcut, vereda.amer. First class of tobacco, which are leaves of the heart.Not to be confused with waste.

decicion
decision is incorrectly written, and should be written as "decision" as meaning:<br>decision = f, resolution or
determination about something dubious decision.    Firmness of character:



decoasis
DECOASIS LTD was founded on 11/15/2012 and has its registered office in London. The status of the Organization
appears as "Active ". Decoasis Ltd is a limited company registered at companies House and the requirement of
presentation of accounts is classified as not submitted accounts

decocion
decoction is incorrectly written, and should be written as "decoction" being its meaning:<br>decoction = Decoccionse
called cooking or decoction to all drink, medicinal or tasting, or simple nutritious consumption, made of vegetables or
other substances after having been filtered through a liquid while it was boiling. Decoction most widely consumed in the
world is, by far, the coffee. Tea, for example, another hot drink very consumed after coffee, differs from the latter in that
it is an infusion. The decoction necessarily mean a boil followed and this is what the difference of 40 infusion, tea and
Chamomile, are for example, infusions are prepared at rest, in very hot water immersion, but already not boiling ). The
decoction is the same as that of the infusion: dissolve a body substances and spread them in a convenient vehicle for
consumption, in general the water.

decrecentar
Of decrease. v. Int'l.   ( lat. decrescere ) Diminish, lessen.Decrease.  Decrease, merma.Mat. Reduction in the value of a
variable amount.

decresion
The depression ( from the latin depressio, which means «oppression», «shrink» or «reduction» ) It is a psychiatric
diagnosis that describes a disorder of mood, transient or permanent, characterized by feelings of despondency,
unhappiness and guilt, as well as cause a partial or total inability to enjoy the things and events of everyday life ( 41
anhedonia;. Depressive disorders can be, in greater or lesser degree, accompanied by anxiety. This psychiatric
disorder, in some cases, may constitute one of the phases of bipolar disorder.

decubito ventral
Ventral decubitus, when the belly is in contact with the horizontal plane.Prone.

dedida
dedida is incorrectly written, and should be written as "dedicated" being its meaning:<br>dedida = dedicadel verb
dedicardedicar v. tr.1 allocate one thing for a particular purpose: I've dedicated this room to read and the musica.2 offer
a book or a work to someone in particular, as a sign of affection or appreciation: he has dedicated his latest album to
their hija.3 devote a person or thing to a God or Holy:

dedonde probiene el don
According to the dictionary of the Royal Spanish Academy, don treatment comes from the latin domnus ( owner or Mr )
term which also gave rise to the word owner. Attributing the abbreviation of noble origin, is a literal interpretation of a
joke from error.

defidido
defidido is incorrectly written, and should be written as "defined" being its meaning:<br>defidido = definidodefinido, - da
adj.1 which has clear limits and precise. s. m.2 Word or group of words which is subject to definition.?

defina q es profecia,
Prophecy is a concept that comes from the latin, although its more remote origin is found in the Greek language. It's the
supernatural gift that allows to know the future or distant things by inspiration of God. The term is also used to name the



predictions made in accordance with this gift.

defina sicilia
Sicily is a region of the insular Italy, which occupies the fourth European island by dimensions. It is the main Italian
island and the largest in the Mediterranean Sea. .

define en espanol helpful
defined in Spanish useful helpfuldefinir in Spanish

define membrana
membrane f. biol. Animal or vegetable shaped laminar tissue and soft and elastic consistency: the pleura is a membrane
that covers the lungs.    Blade thin and flexible leather or other material.

definición comitente
Person who gives to another broker called the custom of performing, on your behalf, any acts or formalities, mainly of
commercial character.

definición retractilar
shrink transitive verb.Packaging with a transparent film that retracts and adjusts to the shape of the package.

definir en guarani
Guarani adj.1 relative to a South American indigenous people who inhabited the Centre and South of the continent until
the conquest of the territory by the Spaniards in century xvi. s. com./adj.2 person belonging to this village. s. m./adj.3
language spoken by these people: Guaraní is currently, along with the Spanish, the official language of Paraguay. s. m.4
monetary unit of Paraguay.

deflexion septal
Lace deformities can be caused by a variety of factors. When they are associated with a previous surgery, they can be
derived from a very violent dorsal reduction or a collapse of support septal due to violent septoplasty with failure to leave
a strut with sufficient form of l. occasionally, an attempt to perform a septoplasty flow by a severe septal flow deflection,
can cause a small deformity supratipa. Etiologies not surgical include septal hematomas that lead to formations of
abscess and resorption of cartilage resulting, abuse of cocaine, granulomatous disease syphilis.

defusión
The cognitive melting refers to a change in the use of language and cognition, so the active process of thinking is most
evident and amplified the normal functions of the products of thought.

defusión
It is a technique that dates back to the origins of cognitive therapy. Detect thoughts and see them as hypotheses rather
than as facts objectives.

degralilar
Degrafilado hair-cutting means cutting the hair in layers of different lengths, but in a very subtle way. It implies that our
hair has a finish in Cascades, usually on the face.



dehar
Zahia Dehar ( born on February 25, 1992 ) It is a French designer of underwear [1] best known for his role in a child
prostitution scandal

dejado de la mano de dios
Abandoned to their fate. Without that anyone making case. As if the only possible solution to remedy the neglect was a
divine intervention. It applies more to things than people.

del verbo valsar
VALSAR is infinitive of verb valsar.VALSAR is an intransitive verb.

delfin en gallego
Dolphin in españolen Galician golfino

deltica
deltica is incorrectly written, and should be written as "deltica" as meaning:<br>deltica of deltaUn delta is a landform at
the mouth of a river formed by river sediments that are deposited there. Deposits of the deltas of large rivers are
characterized by the fact that the river is divided into multiple arms that are separating and returning together to form a
cluster of active and inactive channels.Most famous delta is that of the Nile River, and is where item is the name that is
called this type of mouth. The mouth of the Nile stretches over a sharply triangular region, which is very similar to the
shape of the Greek letter delta (  ) reason by which the historian Herodotus gave him that name.

dem bobliis boblilis
say, Bobilisla expression " = bobliis boblilis dem of say, say " It means of bucket, free, without work. The expression is a
deformation of the Latin form vobis, vobis, which used to be used by those who gave alms to beggars.

demagoque
demagoque = demagogoUn demagogue / d U m U or / or demagogue is a political leader in a democracy that appeals
to the emotions, fears, prejudices and ignorance of the lower classes in order to gain power and promote political
motives. Demagogues are generally opposed to deliberation and advocates an immediate and violent action to address
a national crisis, but they accuse the moderate and thoughtful opponents of weakness. Demagogues have appeared in
democracies from ancient Athens. They exploit a fundamental weakness in democracy: because the maximum power is
in the hands of the people, nothing stops people to give that power to someone who appeals to the lowest common
denominator of a large segment of the population.

demagosos
demagosos is incorrectly written, and should be written as "demagogues" being its meaning:<br>demagosos =
demagogodemagogo demagogosplural,-ga s. m. and f. person who manipulates the feelings of people, particularly
through easy praise and unfounded promises, to convince them the convenience of accepting a political program.

demandades
Catalan Spanish demandadesen sued

demayar
demayar is incorrectly written and it should be written as "faint" being its meaning:<br>demayar = desmayardesmayar.  (
the FR. ant. esmaiier, disturbing, faint ).1 tr. Cause desmayo.2. Intr. Lose value, faint mood, acobardarse.3. Intr. EC.



Saying of color: desvairse.4. prnl. Lose the sense and knowledge.

demercadologos
demercadologos is incorrectly written, and should be written as "marketer" being its meaning:<br>demercadologos =
mercadologosplural of person marketer marketing or marketing specialist. Means any person who seeks to generate a
response 40 marketer; attention, lead to a purchase, get a vote or a donation, ) third parties that make up your market
goal.

demoliste
You demoliste = demolish v. tr.1 do fall to the ground, a building or a building, usually using explosives or instruments.
derruir.2 destroy or ruin something abstract or figurative.

demontres
demontre.1. m. coloq. eufem. daemon ( angel revolted ).demontre, or demontres.1. interest. coloqs. demon.

demontres
demontre! or demontres! int. fam. An expression that indicates anger or surprise; in general add intensity to what is
being said.

deneb
1.-Deneb is the proper name for the star Alpha Cygni, the brightest in the constellation Cygnus and one of the brightest
in the night sky, with a magnitude apparent in band B equal to 1.34 and equal to 1.25 V-band.<br>2.-Literally means "
tail, tail " and is the name of a star in the constellation Cygnus ( 41 Swan;<br>3.-Name Deneb is derived from the Arabic
dhaneb, 'tail', understood as 'the tail of the bird' ( dhanab ad-daj jah ) alluding to their position within the alignment of
stars that make up the figure of the Swan

denock
denock is incorrectly written, and should be written as "denok" being its meaning:<br>denock = Basque denoken
denoken Spanish worldwide

denok
In Basque denok.In all Spanish

denostativo
denostativo = of denostardenostar v. tr.   ( lat deshonestare ) Insulting ravemente, unwilling Word.

densidad poblacional
density poblacionalLa population density, called relative population ( to differentiate it from the absolute, which is simply
equal to a certain number of inhabitants of each territory ) refers to the average number of people in an urban or rural
area in relation to a given surface unit.

dentador
dentador is incorrectly written, and should be written as "identador" as meaning:<br>dentador =
identadorIdentadorExtremo of a machine for hardness testing in sharp form pressing, with a charge determined in
advance, the surface of the material that you want to know the hardness.



dentritico
dentritico is incorrectly written, and should be written as "dendritic" being its meaning:<br>dentritico =
Dendriticodendritico-ca ( lit., tree 41. A term used for any shape that is subdivided, branched or dichotomized, therefore
giving the appearance of a silhouette of a tree. Can be applied to drainage ( 41 drainage configuration; certain mineral
forms, organic piercings, etc. Dendritic minerals include branched aggregates of crystals, as, for example, metal
elements, such as silver, gold, copper, etc.; However, they appear most frequently in the form of cracks, joints, fissures,
deposits, deposited by water infiltrated.The term also applies to subdivided systems of tendrils, tentacles, stipes, arms,
etc., in organisms; e.g., crinoids 40 stems;Echinodermata ) and graptolites (Chordata ).

derechohabiencia
The title to health services, is the right of persons to receive medical care in health institutions, public or private, as a
result of providing a work, by members of the armed forces, by purchasing a voluntary insurance, as well as family
members are designated as beneficiaries in any of the three previous modalities ( 41 INEGI;

derechohabiencia
Number of people who have no right to receive medical care in public health or private institutions as a result of an
employment benefit to the worker, the members of the armed forces, family members are designated as beneficiaries or
that acquired a voluntary insurance ( voluntary ) in the Instituto Mexicano of insurance Social ( IMSS ) for every one
hundred people.

derengado
adj. derrengado, da Very tired, exhausted.        Twisted.

deringar
deringar is incorrectly written and it should be written as "deringer" being its meaning:<br>deringar = deringeren Danish
Spanish deringeren evaluations

dermatofobia
( From Greek derma, atos, skin and phobos, fear ). Excessive fear that certain individuals produces skin lesions or the
possibility that these are developed (Thibierge ).

derrame cerebral
A stroke is a brain injury that occurs when it is interrupted or widely reduced blood supply to the brain; This runs out of
oxygen or nutrients and, in a matter of minutes, they begin to die the brain cells. Therefore, a stroke is considered a
medical emergency and requires that you diagnose it and treat it promptly.

desafortunados
plural of desafortunadodesafortunado, da adj. Without luck or fortune: unlucky in the game, lucky in love.    Wrong,
misguided:

desaquello
desaquelloForma verbal1 first person of the singular ( I ) indicative of desaquellar is present.

desasiego
Lack of tranquility or serenity.



desasocio
Of desasociarDESASOCIAR. tr. Dissolve an association. (II) separate things or ideas together.

desatrasar
Desatrasar is a word used in Colombia, mostly in the school environment referred to the tasks and schoolwork. If one is
missing to class one day, going to the House of a companion to desatrasarse, i.e. to copy classes that taught the
Professor and bring them up to date.

desaventajados
Plural of " disadvantaged ".Meaning of " disadvantaged ": adj.Bottom and little advantageous.

descencan
Loss of hope or illusion. Villarroel, disappointment.

descoritados
34, descoritados ": masculine plural participle of " descoritar ".descoritar. 1 tr. Undress, leaving in leathers.

descumbente
It means that the stems of this plant grow on the ground, without forming adventitious roots.

desde la bolsa hasta la vida
expr. U for forcing someone to hand over their money, under threat of death.

desde la bolsa hasta la vida expresipn
The well known term once used by bandits and robbers of roads bag or life fits like ring to the finger to a great issue of
our time: the indiscriminate use of plastic bags and its disastrous consequences for marine life.

desdear
desdear is incorrectly written, and should be written as "neglected" being its meaning:<br>desdear = desdenardel
desdendesden.  ( of disdain ).1 m. indifference and detachment that denote contempt.

desdeñes
Of scorn. Treat with disdain, to reject.Have at least the do or say unaa thing.

desdibujamiento
blurring = blurred, - da adj. Applies to the figure or landscape that has lost the sharpness of its contours.

desdriano
relative to the Dresden Codex, "The Maya Dresden code leads to a huge treasure in Guatemala of eight tons of pure
gold " says mathematician Joachim Rittsteig, scholar of the document, in statements published today by the Rotary
German Bild 40 years ago.

desenfriar



Remove the ice cream to something.

desfago
Old Spanish Desfago = get rid of undo.

desfici
Desfici, Word in Valencian, which in Spanish means anxiety, uneasiness.

desflaco
desflaco is incorrectly written and it should be written as I "embezzlement" to being its meaning:<br>desflaco =
desfalcoDel verb embezzle: embezzlement is: 1st person singular ( I ) This indicativodesfalco is: 3rd person singular (
he/she/you ) preterite indicativo.desfalco m. misappropriation of property or money by the person who has to guard
them.    Offence who commits embezzle.

desforado
desforado = desaforadodesaforado, - da adj.1 which does not consider the law or the justicia.2 that is very large or
unusual intensity.

desguapar
The nahuatl coatl, cuape, twin, or the cueponi nahualt, bursting shell, open the egg.The opposite of cuapear. Separate,
cut in two, open a fruit into halves. By extension break. Damaged clothing.

deshabilitar
Disable, for its part, is a carbon copy of the disable used mainly English in computer jargon with a similar sense to
disable.Although the tracing is recent, its use is quite widespread, by is worth it to in the near future dictionaries picked
it. For the moment, in virtually all cases, disable can be replaced by disable or another similar term.

designios
plural of designiodesignio.  ( appoint ).1 m. thought or purpose of understanding, accepted by the will.

desircorporar
desircorporar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "unsubscribe" being its meaning:<br>desircorporar =
desincorporardesincorporar tr-prnl. Separate [which was built].

desistematizadamente
verb sistematizarsistematizar v. tr. Organize a set of elements by giving them a specific and logical order.

deslegitimacion
Transitive verb delegitimize.Remove the validity or legitimacy.

desmadrosa
Relajienta, unruly, troublemaker, irresponsible.



desmallae
Faint v. intr.1 lose the mood, the value or the forces. v. prnl.2 passed out to lose consciousness or knowledge
momentarily. desvanecerse.desmayar tr-prnl. Cause fainting [to some]. intr. Fig.Lose value, cow is.  faint ( desma ' aþ )
verb intransitivoperder the mood or the courage faint in the ataquedesmayarverbo transitivohacer lose the sense and
knowledge

desmanejar
v. tr. Leave the body of someone weak and without force.

desnutricion astenica
astenica malnutrition describe relationships between nutritional risk and secondary variables: age, time deinternacion,
clustered diagnosis and comorbilidadesSe qualifies as astenico a person victim of asthenia, i.e. which has a State of
weakness, even in the absence of any effort that does not improve despite the rest. In an astenica person get the
disease that may be responsible for

desopilador
The depapiladores are an efficient tool in introducing products to the classification system, the destackers try
homogeneous products one by one significantly reducing the intervention of operators.

desorvitados
Plural of exorbitant.Removing something from its orbit or their normal limits: this month have exorbitant costs.Overdone,
overhyped, give more importance than it has.

desp
Higher education Pedagogicala address of pedagogical higher education depends on the National Directorate of higher
education and technical-professional.

despacho de mercancia
The concept of clearance of goods refers to the set of acts and formalities relating to the entry and exit of goods in the
national territory, which according to different trades and customs regimes, should be out in laaduana the Customs
authorities and the consignees, recipients, owners, holders or holders in imports and exports senders as well as
customs agents. CUSTOMS LAW

despalmar una pierna de cordero
Despalmar. to remove by force.

despavorio
despavorio is incorrectly written and it should be written as "terror-stricken" being its meaning:<br>despavorio =
despavoridodespavorido, adj. full of dread, dead from fear gives:

despenalizarlas
Decriminalise combine would tr. Eliminate the criminal character of what was criminal.

despendolar
despendolarpronominalcoloquial freak out ( colloquial ) allocate it.



despendolar
irradiate.  driving without respect or measure.

despernancada
despernancado, da.1. adj. desus. esparrancado.esparrancado, da.  ( The part. of esparrancar ).1 adj. Go or is very open
from piernas.2. adj. said of two or more things: that must be together, are widely separated.

despierta el grillo su serenata
It makes reference to the song of the cricket, happens there you have a metaphorical expression - who sings is the
female cricket and goes in search of his love, his Serenade or singing is for the attention of male crickets.

despilfarra
Action of waste.Spend some insane and uncontrolled way.  waste, squander.Consume [flow] deranged
expenses.Spending lavishly on occasion.Use without profit property

desplazarse
Moving from one place to another.Depart, cornering, relegarse.viajar, pass, move, go

desprogidad
desprogidad is incorrectly written, and should be written as "desprolijidad" as meaning:<br>desprogidad = 34
desprolijoSignificado desprolijidadcalidad; sloppy ": 1. adj. 34 Descuidado.Significado; sloppy ": 1. adj. It is not or is
prolijo.li

desta
Deprecated Contaccion this

destachada
Action remove sheets.

destupado
destupa 34 destupado;: first-person singular present subjunctive of the verb " 34 cleaner;. cleaner.             1 v. let free a
chute or hole that was blocked

desuado
Done or occurring few veces.2 which is no longer used:

desvencijado
Descuajeringado.

desvencijado
Of longer = loosening, disengage, puzzle parts of one thing were and should be unidar.

desvencijado



For longer; of des and vencija, from the latin vincilia, from vencire, tie.

desvencijado
Loosened

desviro
From desvirar: verb trasitivo cut the excess material from a shoe sole. GRAPHIC arts the binder cut off the ends of a
book. 3 Spin to a lathe or a winch that were given to turn it counterclockwise.Cut the superfluous of the sole of the shoe
with the tranchete after sewing. || 2. A bookbinder said: trim the book. do desvirar2. tr. Spin the cylinder of the winches
and capstans in opposite directions that were given to tack cable or the rope that pulls.

detectacion
investigation = detect detect v. tr. Discover or pick up signs or evidence of the existence or the presence of a thing or a
phenomenon that is hidden.

detraigan
the verb retraerdetraer v. tr. Subtract or take part in one thing.

detrasito
It is a diminutive from behind.Immediately after.

detrimento patrimonial
It is a concept if that when goods or resources cease to be useful, that loss of utility is a patrimonial detriment likely to
generate fiscal responsibility.

detritivos
The detrivores, sometimes also called saprophytic or detritofagos, get your supply of debris or organic matter in
descomposicion.1 2 the detrivores constitute an important part of the ecosystem because they contribute to
decomposition and the recycling of nutrients.Many species of bacteria, fungi, and protists are unable to digest pieces of
organic material but may absorb substances at the molecular level, and are perhaps the most important detrivores.Other
detrivores include the Sowbugs, millipedes, carrion flies Scathophagidae, worms, a variety of insects including certain
types of beetles, some polychaetes, terebelidos and fiddler crabs.According to some scavengers are not considered
detrivores which consumed large portions of food. Also the dung ( consumers of faecal matter ) They are not considered
detrivores typical. Those who consume wood, either alive or dead are called xylophagous.

deuter
Deuter is one of the leading brands around the world in the backpack. Founded in 1898 has pioneered free high quality
outdoor equipment for over 115 years.

deuteur
deuteur = deuterDeuter is one of the leading brands around the world in the backpack. Founded in 1898 has been a
pioneer team alaire free high quality for more than 115 years

devenga
of earn.  (- and the lat. vindic re, attributed, appropriating ).1 tr. Purchase right to any perception or compensation



because of work, service or another title.

devengamiento
Accrual of earn. Purchase right to retribucuon by reason of work, service, etc.

devocional
It is a moment, a certain time in the day, which in a special way, a person engages in spiritual care and communion with
God, through prayer, praise and worship God.

devolver la pelota
Reply in the same way or act with the same facts that the person with whom he held a conversation or discussion.

devoro
I devour is: 1st person singular ( I ) This indicativodel verb devorar.devorartr. Swallow anxiously and hastily: this guy
doesn't eat, devora.Comer an animal to another: the hyenas devoured the remains of antelope.Consume, destroy: the
fire devoured the forest.Produce anxiety, upset: jealousy are devouring it.Avid attention to one thing:

dexalle
Dejale.

diabluma
The diabluma is a folk symbol of the cayambeno people and we refer to it as people, not in a derogatory manner
opposite like something smaller and close or at least as many cayambenos to their land, which despite the statistics
continue to use this term to refer to that beautiful Ecuadorian city, where the diabluma symbolizes their cultureits life, its
customs and the longing of his childhood.

diaginia
Hereditary transmission through the mother.

diagnoticar
diagnoticar = diagnosticardiagnosticar v. tr.1 determine or identify a disease by examining the symptoms as presenta.2
examine a thing, an event or a situation to seek solution to its ills.

dialogicidad
1.-the post-coloniality is a unique fact of human beings and has as a condition that recognize other / to human being as
an equal /una.<br>2.-post-COLONIALITY = affective communication<br>3.-relative to the dialog.<br>4.-the
post-coloniality: is the essence of the education as the practice of freedom.<br>5.-the post-coloniality is the
epistemological stance where we recognize that dialogue is the basis of all the processes of knowledge.<br>6.-el "
meaning " in relation to the linguistic sign, according to Saussure, is the mental content that is given to this linguistic
sign. It is the concept or idea that is associated with the sign in all types of communication, such as mental content. This
depends on each person, each assigned a mental value to the meaning, but by Convention this meaning must be equal
to perform an optimal communication...

diario vasco
The Diario Vasco ( 41 DV; It is a newspaper of payment published in Guipuzcoa, Spain. It was founded on 27 November



1934 by the Vascongada society publications, being its first director Pedro Pujol. Among its founders were conservative
politicians of the era such as Ramiro de Maeztu or Juan Ignacio Luca de Tena.2 despite being bilingual in Spanish and
Basque, is published by 90% in Spanish.

diasfora
Diaspora Greek; 40: ´¹±aa do â¬ [diaspora], ' dispersion '?  )? It is the dispersion of ethnic or religious groups that have
left their place of native origin and which are scattered throughout the world, living among people who are not of your
condition.

diatico
On the day.

diatropica
Diatopical variation is a linguistic variety that depend on the geographical origin of the speaker.

diazoais
diazoais is a valid scrabbleDIAZOAR tr Word. Quim. Transform an amine in an azo derivative.

dibuix d
drawing of a cliff

diccionario de academia española
DRAE is the official application to the Royal Spanish Academy puts at your disposal through the publishing house
Espasa Calpe to connect to the dictionary of the Spanish language.Instantly and easily resolved any questions about
how to write a Word, directly accessing the computer database of the Royal Academy Espanola.explore, with a flexible
and intuitive interface, the multiple possibilities of inquiry ( by slogans and forms; without accents, umlauts, or caps;
approximate, and staggered, combining the three previous possibilities ) applied to the always up-to-date set of the more
than 80 000 articles and conjugated forms of the verbs.

diccionario de la lengua española
The dictionary of the language Spanish, also known as the dictionary of the Real Academia Española ( DRAE ) it is the
academic lexicographical work par excellence.The Repertory begins in 1780, with the appearance in a single volume for
ease of reference of a new version, already without quotes from authors, the first dictionary of the institution, called
dictionary of authorities ( 1726-1739 ). 1780 was, therefore, the precedent of a series of common dictionaries that
reaches today.Since then, have been published twenty-three editions of the work, become, over time, in the reference
and consultation of the Spanish dictionary. Most recently, the 23.ª, has been printed in October 2014.

diccionario de la real academia
The Real Academia Española was the preparation of the dictionary as one of his first tasks the be founded in 1973, by
editing a dictionary that had 6 volumes, was so in 1780 takes place the first edition of the dictionary of the Royal Spanish
Academy, leaving as a summary to this first dictionary. The title of this first edition was a dictionary of the Castilian
language composed by the Real Academia Española.

diccionario especializado
SPECIALIZED dictionary: contains terms that fall within a specific field. They provide information about the meaning that
these words have in the area that are used. For example, dictionaries of Informatics, computing, etc.



diccionario google
Google has added a dictionary of languages to their services. The user can consult the dictionary for the meaning of
words in English, French, Spanish, German, Italian and Korean.The advantage of the Google dictionary is that in
addition to the meaning of the word, he attached a number of related phrases, which can be idioms and colloquial
expressions, which help to better understand the meaning of the word.

diccionario ingles español
He is the one who translates the language of the English language terms to the Spanish, by alphabetical order.

diccionario monolingual
knowing or expressed in one language.

diccionario naval
Full dictionary of terminology and naval technology

diccionario palabra avecilla
From latin avicella. Diminutive of bird, bird of las nieves = Wagtail.

diccionario pequeño larousse
Abbreviated and illustrated of the Larousse editions

diccionario real academia española
The 23rd edition of the dictionary of the Spanish language ( DRAE ) that coincides with the 300 years of the Academy,
will be shown on 21 October and will perhaps be the last time that you edit on paper.

dicernimiento
Discernment = Discernimiento.Discernimiento, is " trial whose average ". or " by which we perceive and declare the
difference between several things ". Which means having " 34 criteria; i.e.; a standard, model values or principles
considered a moral authority; as traditions, consciousness, philosophies or precepts; cultural, social, or religious; to
know the consequence or inconvenience of things. By what two types of discernment can be distinguished: 1 ) Biblical
discernment and 41 2; philosophical insight.

dictamenes
plural of dictamendictamen s. m. device that records and plays the words that are dictated to him or talks: some writers
used a dictaphone to record the ideas that occur to them.OBS comes from the English Dictaphone which is Mark
registrada.s. m.1 technical and Expert Opinion given a fact about one thing: to form a judgment on this matter we need
the opinion of a jurista.2 judgment which emits about one thing.

dientes
plural of dienteEl tooth is a hard anatomical organ, located in the maxillary bone and mandible alveolar processes
through a special type of joint called gomphosis, which involves different structures that comprise it: cementum and
alveolar bone both United by the periodontal ligament. The tooth is composed of mineralized tissues ( calcium,
phosphorus, magnesium ) which give the hardness. As a whole form the temporary teething ( or 34 teeth; milk "  ) and
the permanent dentition.



diestrada
Right s. f. hand or leg located on the opposite side to which corresponds to the heart in humans. right

diferencia de cantara,cantaráycántara
Of singing.A person with his voice sounds melodious and varied form or which continue a musical melody.It has
intention of singing, pitcher. Measure of capacity for liquids equivalent to 16,1331.

diferencias entre gira y jira
Tour is a journey through different places, with back to the point of departure, or series of performances by an artist or
artistic group in 40 different locations;  " the singer went on tour by Spain and France "  ). JIRA, from French " 34 chiere; 
 ( 41 food; it is a lunch or snack country with much hustle and bustle. And when this word is derived from " jiron " It
means piece tearing a fabric.

difierase
Deferred fees regulation until the moment that is made by cars the respective settlement, thus in accordance with the
prescriptions of article 505 of the Civil Code in its paragraph incorporated by law 24.432. As a result, firm once the
present, intimacy is to the plaintiff to make the account liquidation of sentence within five days under penalty of
proceeding to the regulation of fees whereas a five per cent 5%; 40 ) It will be up to expenditure limits.  "

difinision de guitarra
1.-guitar f. stringed musical instrument consisting of a box with narrowed oval shape, with a central hole, a mast and six
strings which are struck with the fingers of one hand, while those of the other tread them on the mast:<br>2.-instrument
used to break and grind plaster: the guitar consists of a thick table and a handle set in the Center.<br>3.-amer. Costume
party:

difono
A diphone represents the sound ranging from half of the realization of a phoneme to the half of the preparation of the
next phoneme. The purpose of this unit's sound is to incorporate the transition of sound between phonemes, which had
caused so much difficulty in the initial systems synthesis unit. Synthesis consists of, then, the concatenation of
segments of the signal in time, being the difonos segments.

diga
DelDiccionario of the language Spanish © 2005 Espasa-Cal verb decirdiga is: 1st person singular ( I ) ( he/she/you )
singular person present subjunctive 3rd ( he/she/you ) singular person present subjunctive 3rd imperative m. said,
saying, witty or sententious phrase:

dignandose
Origin: grammatical Dignarsecategoria: verb, dignandosea 41 gerundioAcepciones; Have good or OK to do something

digoya
digoya = di goya ( 41 Goya;Francisco de Goya is one of the great masters of painting. Ahead of his time, he was a bright
and sensitive artist. We invite you on this occasion to know his works in Aragon, in the northeast of Spain, the land of his
birth and where he began his artistic career

dilandau
Downloader for free music for Android



dilapación
dilapacion dilapacion or misappropriation of fondosdilapidacion s. f. expenditure of something, usually money or material
goods, without a warrant, felt or care. waste, waste, waste.

dilapidario
apidario - ria adj.1 relative to the lapidas.2 applies to the expression or the writing, for his wisdom, concision and
sobriety, it deserves to be carved on a tombstone. 3. Relative to precious stones. s. m. and f.4 person who carves
gemstone or trades with ellas.5 person that manufactures and engrave headstones. do s. m.6 book which deals with the
characteristics and virtues of precious stones:??

dillero
Diller 34 Dillero;: the term incorrectly " 34 dealer;.Dealer " meaning of 34:1. English voice. m. dealer, retailer of illegal
drugs.

dilucidad
dilucidad = of dilucidardilucidar v. tr. Explain or clarify an issue or matter. esclarecer.tr declare and explain [an issue, a
proposition or a work of genius].

diluye
dilutes of diluirdiluir v. tr.1 make a body or substance, when mixed with a liquid, discard until its particles are
incorporated into this liquid: dilute a pill in water. crush, disolver.2 reduce the concentration of a liquid, usually by adding
solvent or other substance: dilute the paint with turpentine. disolver.3 distributed among several people command,
responsibilities or powers.

dimplificar
dimplificar = simplificarsimplificar v. tr.1 simpler or easier to do a cosa.2 reduce an expression or an equation to a more
simple and equivalent to the initial form.

dinacata
Dinaacata. Diana Contreras is a 26-year-old woman, born on 26-7-1987 in Bogotá-(41 Cundinamarca; Colombia, by
profession student.

dinenaria
dinenaria = relative to the dineroDinero ( from the latin denarius, denarius, currency Roman ) It is all means of Exchange
common and generally accepted by a society that is used for the payment of goods ( 41 goods; services, and any type
of obligation ( debt ). Currently, the kind of money we use in day to day is money fiduciarioEl passive Dividend
disbursement will take place through contribution dinenaria by bank transfer on current account

dinga
1. The definition, do Dinga do is nothing more than a bastardization of the African Word do Dinka. do????<br>2.-Dinga
is a town in Pakistan, in the province of Punjab.<br>3.-Dinga dingo female. The name of the indigenous wild dog of
Australia.

dioquis
It became somewhat pointlessly, without having any positive results



dioquis
in Mexico to the cuete mean taste, without receiving a reward, without any benefit

diosa del sorto
Goddess of the sorto is incorrectly written and should be written as "Goddess of the draw" being its
meaning:<br>Goddess of the sorto = goddess of the sorteoFernanda Lima, the goddess of the draw for Brazil 2014

diosa esays
Goddess of the Americas is a brilliant collection of essays and a passionate celebration, little Orthodox of the Virgin of
Guadalupe: goddess mother, patron saint of Mexico, protector of the oppressed, who made his first appearance on U.S.
soil in 1531. Through a variety of forms - historical original, written essays, short fiction, drama and poetry - the
illustrious collaborators of this literary anthology examine the impact of this powerful deity, the Virgin of Guadalupe, on
the people and culture of Mexico, and its influence beyond that country, in Latin America, North America and Europe.

diosa esays
English esaysen Spanish essaysen God goddess God essays

diosas mitologia
Athena, ( Greek mythology ) Isis, ( 41 Egyptian mythology;Freya, ( 41 Nordic mythology;Lilit, ( 41 Mesopotamian
mythology;Artemis, ( 41 Greek mythology;Xochiquetzal, ( 41 Aztec mythology;

dipso
From Gr. dipsa prefix, = thirst.

dipterocarpeos
Dipterocarpus is a genus with one species of flowering plants belonging to the family Dipterocarpaceae.Es a genus of
about 150 species being held in Southeast Asia. It is an important component of the forests of dipterocarpaceaes. Its
name derives from the Greek and means " fruit with two wings ".The genus is important as tree wood and sold under the
registered trade name Keruing, although not as important as Shorea.

disbalance
Lack of balance.

discericida
discericidaque kills student

disco fonografico de corta duracion
A simple ( single English ) also called simple or court or Court of broadcasting in Argentina, is a phonographic disc of
short duration with one or two recordings on each side.

discolosos vecinos
neighbouring discolosos is incorrectly written and it should be written as "dicolo" being its meaning:<br>of
discolodiscolo, the.  ( from lat. dyscolus, and East of the Gr. d? s?  ).1. adj. Desobediente, which does not behave with
somewhat conflicting docilidad.oVecino.



discortantre
1. You are not in harmony or agreement with one or more other persons or cosas.2-is applied to the sound or instrument
that is not in the same tone as the others.

disencion
Opposition or contrariety.Contest. Rina, alteration.

disfrazado
disguised, disfrazadaadjetivo ( 41 medicine; some ( medicine ) hidden.Applied to diseases.

disfrazado
disfrazardisfrazar v. verb tr.1 dress with a costume: Carnival disguised their children from mosqueteros.2 change the
exterior appearance to hide the real aspect of a thing or to disguise the true feelings: disguised their anger with a wry
smile. masking.

disfuma
disfuma = disfumardisfumar tr. Blur.

disociarse
Dissociated separate one thing from another with which it was connected.Separate components of a substance.

disolvio
disbanded is incorrectly written, and should be written as "dissolved" being its meaning:<br>dissolved = dissolved " "
dissolved: third person singular preterite perfect Simple (Past or preterite ) indicative of the verb " dissolve ".Meaning of "
" dissolve: tr. Disengaging, separate the particles or molecules of a body solid or thick through a liquid, until obtaining a
homogeneous mixture. Also prnl.: detach, disengage it was attached: break links between people: Dispose, destroy, do
disappear completely.

disparidades
disparities = plural of disparidaddisparidad f. dissimilarity, inequality, difference: disparity of criteria.

dispensado
dispensing v. tr.1 give or deliver, usually words or positive things: dispensing elogios.2 excuse, forgive, or not taking into
account an error or a small lack: dispense the retraso.3 authorize or allow one or more people to the breach of an
obligation or as ordered by the general laws:

dispersasion
dispersasion is incorrectly written, and should be written as "dispersion" being its meaning:<br>dispersasion =
pispersiondispersion f. separation, spread in different directions.    Distraction from an activity in multiple directions.

displacentero
Desagradable.Cuando one has a feeling uncomfortable or unpleasant.

displisencia



displisencia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "indifference" as meaning:<br>displisencia = f. dislike or
indifference in the treatment displicenciadisplicencia.    Discouragement in the realization of one thing to doubt his
goodness or their success.

disponiendose
provided is incorrectly written, and should be written as "disponniendose" as meaning:<br>provided =
Disponiendoseforma verbal1 gerund dispose or dispose, the pronoun " is " enclitic.        Related: having.

disposiciones
plural of Disposiciondisposicion s. f.1 placement of one or more things in an order or in a suitable position and State
conveniente.2 mood or attitude shown, especially to make a cosa.3 fitness for an actividad.4 Decision or order which
establishes an autoridad.ultima provision which sets a person before they die, usually in relation to their property.
testamento.5 ability to dispose of a thing or to make use of it.6 order and structure of the content of a written work.

distésico
AMED. Insufficient organic heat.

distingit
in catalan distinguished Spanish distingiten · elegant · slender ·  graceful · refined >  >

districto
District is incorrectly written, and should be written as "district" being its meaning:<br>District = districoLa Word District (
medieval Latin districtus ) It concerns each one of the demarcations that subdivides a territory or a population, either in
the administrative, statistical or legal form in order to obtain a proper distribution of its administrative services and
organize the exercise of their Government.The definition of district around the world is ambiguous and the kind of power
differs between countries

distritos mineros
1. concept of districts MINEROSEl term mining district do you comes driving in Colombia in a way very informalpara
refer to a municipality, or group of municipalities, where a mining producers numerosignificativo is located. In such a
context, the object of this chapter espresentar criteria leading to clarify the scope of the concept do distritominero

distritos mineros
In this regard, it is important to clarify that the definition of mining district contained in the existing GlosarioMinero in the
country, 11no is easily applicable. This definition, which was tomadatextualmente of the US Bureau of Mines ( 41 1996;
reads as follows: portion or area of terrenode a country, usually designated by a name, whose boundaries have been
described ydentro which there are minerals that are following the rules and regulacionesestablecidas extracted by local
miners.? For the definition of the mining district, there is no model territorial expansion and its boundaries can change
when, not be interfieranotros rights.? In Colombia, on the other hand, to be owned by the State todosminerales of the
soil and subsoil, rules and resolutions to be unfounded by losmineros but by the State.

diurreticas
diurreticas is incorrectly written, and should be written as "diuretic" being its meaning:<br>diurreticas = diureticasde
Direticose called diuretic ( from lat. diuretcus, and East of the Gr. ´¹ do aa·A¹ ° 41 IA; any substance that he causes
removal of water and electrolytes in the body through the urine or excrement in the form of diarrhea to be ingested



divagaciones
" 34 ramblings;: Plural of " 34 digression;Meaning of " 34 digression;: f. deviation from the topic that is being talked
about:

divelgar
divelgar = divulgardivulgar v. tr. Make that a fact, a story, a language, a set of knowledge, etc., comes to knowledge of
many people. Fanning, aerate, spreading.

divergentes
plural of divergentedivergente adj. It diverges or disagrees.

divulcion
divulcion is incorrectly written, and should be written as "laterally" being its meaning:<br>divulcion = Divulsiondivulsion. f
Cir. Dilaceración, tear. II. special kind of umlaut which consists of separate tissues or open them with a blunt instrument.

dixol
Dixol a thin enamel designed for protective coatings and decorative especially soft woods such as pine, FIR, spruce,
etc., for indoor and outdoor use

diz
Apocope of says, or said it.

dígrafos
plural of Digrafoun digraph [from Greek ´¯a ( transliterated as dis: ) and 40 ³a¬aee; double graphic, graphic ): write] is a
group of two letters that represent one sound, or one double but affricate. Some of these digraphs are sounds that are
not represented by a single letter in the appropriate language.

dígrafos en galego
It refers to a checker sign of two graphemes to represent a single sound.

dld
DLD ( formerly known as Dildo ) is a rock band formed in November of 1998 from Mexican of Naucalpan de Juárez,
Mexico State.

doblar rodilla
Subject to the enemy into submission.

documentos
documents = plural of documentoUn document is a material testimony of a fact or act done in the exercise of their
functions by institutions or individuals, legal, public or private, in a unit of information in any medium ( paper, tapes,
magnetic disks, photographs, etc.  ) in natural or conventional language. It is the testimony of a human activity that is
fixed, giving rise to a source archival, archaeological, audiovisual, etc.

docureality



docureality = docu realityen English realityen Spanish documentary reality docu

doik
An insult when someone is acting like an idiot and stupid at the same time.

dolera
Leticia Dolera (Barcelona, 23 of October of 1981 ) is a Spanish actress

dolera
dolera is incorrectly written, and should be written as "it hurt" being its meaning:<br>dolera = doleradel verb dolerdoler v.
intr.1 have pain in one part of the body: hurt a muela.2 cause some grief, sadness, or pity.

dolies
1. The evolution of Dolies begins with the origins of the name thelast. Even in the first days of a name that there have
been variations of this unique name, simply because surnames often wrote in the back, when few people could
write.Dolies ancestors would have emigrated around the world throughout history. Usual was that a name change as it
enters a new country or language. While families, tribes and clans emigrated between countries and languages, the
name Dolies may have changed with them.<br>2.-Verb Catalansegunda person singular imperfect indicative form of
doldre

domingo paredes
President of the Republic of Ecuador

dominicanes
dominicanes = dominicanosnatural of the Dominican Republic

dominisiku
dominisiku = Basque doministikuen doministiku in Spanish sneezing

don miguel hidalgo
Miguel Gregorio Antonio Ignacio Hidalgo y Costilla Gallaga mandarte 2 40 villasenor1;Hacienda de Corralejo near
Pénjamo, Guanajuato-today, may 8, 1753 Chihuahua, Chihuahua, 30 July 1811 ) He was a priest and military
novohispano who stood out in the first stage of the war of independence from Mexico, that began with an act known in
the Mexican historiography as Grito de Dolores. He directed the first part of the independence movement, but after a
series of defeats was captured 21 March 1811 and taken prisoner to the city of Chihuahua, where he was tried and
executed on 30 July.

donaso
donaso is incorrectly written, and should be written as "donoso" being its meaning:<br>donaso = donosodonoso, sa adj.
Having donaire and grace.

donoa
pulsarpuntear



donoa
1.-Donoa was the eighth planet of Kamino system. It had seventeen moons.<br>2.-bite<br>3.-tap

doral state
Doral is a city located in Miami-Dade County in the U.S. State of Florida. In the 2010 census had a population of 45.704
inhabitants and a density population of 1.161,02 people by km².1 is the first U.S. city in which the first ( 20% majority ) of
the population is of venezolano.2 origin

dorea
1.-Luiz Carlos Barreto 40 Dorea; born on March 7, 1965 ) a boxing and martial arts is mixed coach of Brazil and is also a
former boxer. He trained many boxers like Acelino Freitas, Éverton Lopes and Adriana Araújo and mixed martial artists
such as Junior dos Santos, Antônio Rodrigo Nogueira and Antônio Rogério Nogueira.<br>2.-dorartr dorea. Cover with
gold.Give the gold color to a cosaTostar slightly a thing of comer.prnl. Take golden color.

dos oraciones con prestamente
of Prestaroracion to the Guadalupeprestame Virgin Mother eyes, for them to look, because if I look at them, I'll never go
back to sin.Lend me mother your lips, to pray with them, because if I pray with them, I can listen to Jesus.Lend me
mother tongue, to be able to communicate, as your tongue is paten of love and holiness.Lend me mother your arms, to
work well, so will yield the job a thousand times more.Lend me mother your mantle, to cover my iniquity, then cover with
your mantle to heaven I get.Lend me mother to your child, to I love.If you give me Jesus, what else can I deseary this
will be my happiness for eternity.Amen.prestame your heart.Lend me a pencil

dragon kite
English Spanish kiteen kite dragon dragon

drapaire
Trapero

dream job
The premise of dream job was to find a new anchor of the popular ESPN, SportsCenter sports news. Dream Job winner
would get a contract for a year with the network, and would play a contest of trivia on SportsCenter to determine his or
her annual salary. The winner will also receive a new Mazda 3. Each week, one or two contestants are cut series as the
American viewing public and jury of the program were allowed the power of those who want to be cut from the series.

dremo
Dremo hope is the stage name of Gustavo Andrés Mo, an Argentine of Bolivian parents who decided to play all their
cards and bet on the music, that which is born you from the depths of the heart when it comes to compose and interpret.

dri
1.-Infrastructure of rendering direct - Direct Rendering Infrastructure.<br>2.-Dirty Rotten Imbeciles are a band of
crossover thrash/thrash metal, which was formed in 1982. The band never had a massive success, but it was an
influence on other contemporary bands most recognized.

drive dash
Dash Drive is a system of stone semi-consolidado based bitumen that can be placed on a wide variety of materials to
create a surface that is resistant to wear natural and aesthetically pleasing, resulting in many years of maintenance free



service.

drocera
drocera is incorrectly written, and should be written as "sundew" being its meaning:<br>drocera = droseraDrosera, also
known as " 34 Sun spray; is one of the largest genera of carnivorous plants, including approximately 194 species. These
members of the family Droseraceae attract, capture and digest insects using mucilaginous glands located on the surface
of its leaves, in order to supplement nutrition, poor in minerals, which are obtained from the soil in which they grow.
Species of this genus, varied in size and shape, they can be found naturally on all continents, except in the
Antartida.tanto its scientific name would derived from the Greek ´aia would to [drosos]: " dew, dew 34 drops; as the
vulgar name would dew of the Sun, which was derived from latin ros solis: " 34 Sun spray; do make reference to the
bright drops of mucilage that appear at the end of each sheet????, and reminiscent of the morning dew.

drume
drume = duermeDuerme

dubitado
The document dubitado ( dubitado, dubious, questioned, examination, etc.  ) it is the subject of expertise, intrinsic,
extrinsic, and comparison analysis, to establish the authenticity or falsity of this document. This document is, in general,
the beginner of the court case.

ducheta
Type of tap.

dudu
Alexandro Silva de Sousa ( n. fortress (Ceará ) on April 15, 1983; 41, also known as Dudu is a Brazilian footballer who
plays in the EC Goiás of Brazil and its position is midfielder's defensive profile. He has been summoned by the national
team of Brasil.En 2007, Dudu expressed his desire to leave CSKA Moscow, the Greek team Olympiakos tried to sign
him, but failed. The following year they returned to make an offer to the club for an amount of EUR 6 million. The offer
was accepted and the player signed a contract for 3 years on 6 August 2008.En may 2009, signed a new contract which
expires in June 2013, with 8.5 million clause of.?

duedecillos
Plural of diminutive - duendeLos goes sprites are creatures small and fictitious humanoid, which designed the popular
fantasy; they are present in the folklore of many cultures. The etymology of its name comes from the expression " owner
of casa " or " homeowner " the intrusive nature of the Elves to " seize " households and encantarlos1, or Arabic " " 40
House duar;  " 34 inhabitant; living,  ) 2.In Castile the Goblin word defines a kind of supernatural being popular culture
equivalent to the goblins of other European folklores ( from Norman French gobelin, name originated in a ghost that is
said struck the town of Évreux in the 12th century ) 3 mischievous nature towards humans.

duelas
Plural of plank.Table forming with other similar curved walls of a cask, barrel, or cuba.Parasitic worm of lamb and beef
liver.

duelos y quebrados
duels and broken is incorrectly written and it should be written as "duels and losses" being its meaning:<br>duels and
broken = duels and quebrantosLos duels and losses is a traditional dish of La Mancha cuisine, whose main ingredients
are scrambled egg, sausage and Bacon streaky pork, all prepared in the skillet. It's a high-calorie dish, known



internationally for appearing of the references in the book of Don Quixote of the Mancha of Miguel Cervantes.1 today in
day is very popular in the restaurants of the region of Castilla - La Mancha, where is usually served in a clay pot.

dueño de una lpmj
owner of a company's security lpm

dulla
MonteDulla ( There are 1.143 m )Is this stretch in which the maximum altitude is reached: pipe or La Muela ( There are
1.143 m ).From wall pipe, to e. extends a limestone plateau where surface water courses have come to carve a system
of canyons known with the name of the pipe channels. It's two major gorges forming a "And " and coming to lead to the
aforementioned hills: La Llosa and door. Other secondary channels encourage the maze of canyons opened on the
limestone mass of La Muela. They are the ravines of the Mea, the mule or La Mata, adding, in total, five channels.

duqui
The " chance 34, mini lottery or " 34 duqui; is played in Bluefields for more than six decades, then that it was introduced
by the Chinese. Currently it is played three times a week, based on the Costa Rican lottery draw.

dylan
Bob Dylan ( n. Duluth, Minnesota, United States; on May 24, 1941 ) born as Robert Allen Zimmerman, is a musician,
singer and American poet. It has been, for more than half a century, one of the major figures in popular music and one
of the composers and musicians most influential and prolific 20th century and beginning of the 21st century.

ebazpena
in euskera ebazpena in Spanish resolution

ebolar
ebolar is a company dedicated to the development and management of architectural projects, linked to the Group
Coinasa, group with more than 30 years of experience in the promotion and development of real estate projects.

eburneas
eburneas is incorrectly written, and should be written as "eburnea" being its meaning:<br>plural of eburneaeburneo, to. 
( from lat. eburn us ).1 adj. Of marfil.2. adj. poet. Similar to ivory.

echar la campana al suelo
'  'Take the campaign to the 34 floor; There is still no sense in figuradoSe say ' Take the campaigns on the fly.That
means celebrating something until it happens.

echar pelillos a la mar
Then let all the bad things that happened between two or more persons who for some reason have finished being
enemy, reconciling it and reverting to keep a relationship as before.Origin: When formerly children and adolescents are
angry, to reconcile themselves did a deal that was that each persons hair is pulled, and fasten it with two fingers blew
and left him to fly, saying the phrase: "Hairs to the sea ".

eche
The verb echar.Send an object giving it a boost: give me the ball!Drop a thing until it enters a place: threw the letter in



the mailbox; pour me water into the glass.Say goodbye to itself or emit something: the fireplace smokes much.
throw.Discharge, expel, or otherwise leave a place, especially in a violent or contemptuous manner: have missed
school.Produce or start having an organism something peculiar to his nature: the child has thrown a tooth.

ecktisch
German Spanish ecktischEn table corner

ecos
echoes = plural of ecoEl eco is an acoustic phenomenon produced when a wave is reflected and returns to their issuer.
You can see both electromagnetic and sound waves. The acoustic effect of sound reflection once finished his first
exhibition.

ecotenia
The notion of Ecotècnia is recent and not very widespread at the moment. However, maybe that developments in this
technology-oriented mean one of the most important hopes for the environmental stability of the world.

ecour
ecour is incorrectly written, and should be written as "ecosur" being its meaning:<br>ecour = ecosurECOSUR promotes
the use of scientific knowledge in the different social sectors to contribute to the development of sustainable, equitable
and just on the southern border. Therefore sets bridges with various sectors of society offering continuing education,
consultations, consultoriasy events.

ectoplasmatica
ectoplasmaEctoplasma is a so-called living matter that is present in the physical body of any being alive, able to take
liquid or solid States and their properties, of which there no evidence. The designation "Ectoplasm " It was proposed by
Charles Richet. It is usually described by physical mediums. It flows in the dark through the pores and the various holes
in the body, usually still looking bright

edge of tomorrow
1.-Edge of Tomorrow is an upcoming science fiction film directed by Doug Liman, with a screenplay adapted by Dante
Harper. Based on the Japanese novel light All You Need Is Kill by Hiroshi Sakurazaka, the film stars Tom Cruise and
Emily Blunt. It is scheduled to be released in 3D and IMAX 3D, on June 6, 2014.<br>2. English edge of Spanish
tomorrowEn edge of tomorrow

edios
The 40 ocean observation system of European directory; edios )The objective of the project was edios to build and
implement a metadata directory observation of the oceans. This database provides a new tool for finding information on
Oceanographic measurements repeatedly, regularly and routinely in European waters.Although the project initial edios
has been completed, the metadata web site and will continue to be maintained and updated. This will be held by BODC
and MARIS, Netherlands, on behalf of the European system of 40 Global Oceanic observation;EuroGOOS ).Together
with other marine databases, metadata edios base will be used and subsequently developed by the EU SeaDataNet (
2006 - 2011 ) of the project.

efímeros
1.-Plural of ephemeral from the Greek ephemeros which lasts only one
day.<br>2.-perishables.<br>3.-Fugaces.<br>4.-is used to refer to something of short dración. This word is the sum of
the Greek words EPI ( around ) and HEMERA ( day ) so it takes place around one day and that does not exceed



temporary unity. I.e. that it starts and ends fast, fleeting form.

efurinfunflay
It is in common use among the Piura efurinfunflayEs say is celebrating, is Chief, is seen, is strike, etc. The truth is that
with the passing of the reflections of how we speak and how you speak to others, I realized that no " I like how sounds "
or that there are some phrases that would not say them so; for example Dale water that you are thirsty or poor cat, is
hunger; Wouldn't it better to say Dale water that has poor cat or sed, hungry? Is there a difference or is a more accurate
than the other formula?

egarence
Of the old Latin name Egara, Word, which seems to be pronounced esdrujula, although the popular pronunciation is flat
since, traditionally, has been written without accent ( the spelling with an accent is relatively recent ) derives from the
gentilicio egarense/egarensa, used in conjunction with the asset, and most common, tarrasense.

egarriak itotzen
in Basque language egarriak Spanish itotzenen thirst

egia latz eta garratz
in Basque egia latz eta Spanish garratzen sad and bitter truth

egitaraua
in Basque language egitarauaen Spanish schedule

egitasmoa
In Basque egitasmoa.In Spanish project.

egon hadi lo
in Basque egon hadi loen Spanish sleep

eguberri on
in euskera eguberri onen Spanish Feliz Navidad

eguerdia
in Basque Spanish eguerdiaen noon

eguido
y = masculine singular erguidoParticipio of the verb " " stand.Meaning of " " standing: tr. Get and put right a thing: erect a
monument, the head. Also prnl.: he straightened up with dignity and left without saying goodbye.    prnl. Conceited, bask
was: with each applause stood more and more.    Rise up, rise: on the Hill stood a tree.  Meaning of " " standing: tr. Lift
and put right a thing.

egunero gehiago
every day more in more in Spanish euskeradiario = more daily



ehecatl
40 Ehécatl, nahuatl: a'catl eh, ' the wind '   ' ehécatl, wind '   ) In Aztec mythology, and other cultures of Mesoamerica,
Ehecatl was the God of the wind.

einraumen
einraumen is incorrectly written, and should be written as "einraumen" as meaning:<br>einraumen = einraumenen
German einraumenen Spanish grant

ejalma
ejalma = enjalmaenjalma s. f. light pack-saddle for loading cavalry.

ejemplo de brollo
BrolloLas ordinary situations produced by spoken language normally bring interpretations or malformations, especially
when the message is relayed to other people and in the city of our forefathers, this was the primary vehicle of
communication among all.From there which were common misunderstandings that were entanglements and troubles
and people who casually always went as wrong informants that they created them, that is the root of a widespread local
word which is Brollo, which is nothing more than a diminutive of the original Word that defines the situation, I embrollo.
Over time it was extended to define not only the bad information but also features ill-intentioned gossip and bearer of
these was baptized them as Brollero. Its meaning is currently not so punctual and is used both to define a gossip, as a
lie, slander or some tale.

ejemplo de certificado de experticia
Evidence of expertise Legal photocopy of the identity card of the owner and/or the company 40 RIF; original and copy ).
In case of the company's Legal Representative, entered the mercantile register ( original and copy readable ). Certificate
of registration of vehicle ( original and copy ). Original and copy of documents buying and selling ( if applicable ) Original
and copy of the insurance policy of civil liability for vehicle / motorcycle ( current 41. Copy of the commercial register (
original and copy readable )   ( if applicable )

ejemplo insensible
insensitive: belonging or pertaining to the insensibilidadSe means by insensitivity to the capacity of a person or animal
may have to not feel certain physical or emotional sensations. Insensitivity can also be understood as the lack of
capacity to feel. The concept of insensitivity has two possible areas of use: first, is the space or physical and organic
level which implies that a person can perform certain actions or receive certain injuries without feeling pain as the rest of
40 people; as for example shown in the picture, walking on glass 41. The second space or area of use of this term is the
emotional world. Thus, an emotionally insensitive person is a person who is not sensitized, or does not feel anything
under certain circumstances as the suffering of the other, the danger, the fear.

ejemplos de castisimo
examples of castisimo is incorrectly written and it should be written as "classicism" being its meaning:<br>castisimo =
clasicismoEl classicism is an aesthetic and intellectual power that had its heyday in the 17TH and 18th
centuries.Classicism is one of the pillars that support the Renaissance, with a return to the classical forms ( Greek and
Roman ) in all the arts. This return is seen not only in the forms and styles, is also a thematic twist. We must think that
religious art had chaired the Romanesque and the Gothic, so a more realistic and close in the way art was a revolution,
which is combined with topics more Pagan, although often Christianized.

ejemplos de palabra digrafos
A digraph [from Greek ´¯a ( transliterated as dis: ) and 40 ³a¬aee; double graphic, graphic ): write] is a group of two
letters that represent one sound, or one double but affricate. Some of these digraphs are sounds that are not



represented by a single letter in the appropriate language.

ejercicios forzados
The effects of the voluntary, involuntary, and exercises forced on brain-derived neurotrophic factor and the recovery of
motor function: a model of cerebral ischemia of rat.

ejercicios forzados
" the main risk is injuries due to overload, due to poor planning of training, skipping stages of adaptation and
overstretching the structures of the body 34.

ekimena
in Basque Spanish ekimenaen initiative

ekimenean
in Basque Spanish ekimeneanen in stock

ekoitz
in Basque produced Spanish ekoitzen

ekoiztu
in Basque produced Spanish ekoiztuen

el aditivos con su definision
plural of aditivoaditivo,-va adj.1 can be added. s. m./adj.2 substance that is added for reasons of manufacture,
presentation or preservation of a product, especially in the industry food. adj.3 in mathematics, applies to the term of a
polynomial which is preceded by the plus sign.

el alba
It is a name that comes from the latin albus, refers to dawn or in the first light of the day until the sun rises.

el aldana
The Aldana was delighted to have a drink, in the historic centre of Cáceres. On the one hand the décor of the place, with
some friendly chill out in contrast with the sobriety of the thick walls of the Manor House of the 15th century which is (
the House of Aldana ).And on the other hand, the pub offers live 40 music; jazz, soul, blues, sesentona or Latin music,
depending on the different days of the week ) and even has his own band: Aldana´s Band.Desde then, is a site of
original to go out and drink in Cáceres overnight. And if you want, you can also take some tapas at his pottery the tapas
bar: cuisine in miniature that connects Earth with a touch of copyright products, at popular prices

el caballero mal andante
Here lies the good Knight ground and badly andante who led Rocinante by one and another path. Sancho Panza the
tamper also lies next to him "   (Don Quixote, chapter LII, part 1

el caballero mal andante
A badly dressed gentleman.



el cobacha
Covadonga cinema, located at 161 street of Lopez de Hoyos of Madrid, known among moviegoers as the Covacha.??

el cocooy
the cocooy is incorrectly written and it should be written as "el cocuy" being its meaning:<br>the cocooy = the cocuyEl
Cocuy is a Colombian municipality capital of the Gutiérrez province in Boyacá Department. It is also called «City
Nevado, haven of peace». The architectural style of the town is Republican and colonial, with some cobbled streets, and
their homes retain their style with which they were built, in order to preserve, restore, preserve, and improve the rational
use of public and private spaces.It also gives its name to El Cocuy National Park and the Sierra Nevada del Cocuy.

el codos geometria
plural of codogeometrico.1. m. average Rod measurement, equivalent to 418 mm.

el codos geometria
plural of elbow codoEl was a unit of length used in many cultures for its anthropometric origin. In almost all of them was
the distance between the elbow and the end of the open hand ( 41 real elbow; or closed fist ( 41 vulgar elbow; Logically,
its value varied from one country to another, even within the country, according to their use.

el cosmobiologicas
Lima is the science that studies the influence of the stars in the life on Earth. It is a sort of astrology focused on everyday
life and allows us to learn and develop our skills, deepen the meaning of our life and get to know the Personal.Puedes
path consult your way of life, doing a Natal chart with personal interviews to make questions and clarify the subjects that
interest you.So study your internal energy circuit and looks a practical way applications to improve your daily life.

el de aprecio
I love or affection. esteem. Recognition of the value, merit or the qualities of a person or thing. valuation.Action and
effect of appreciating, estimar.precio recognition of the value of a person or thing 2. estimated affection or affection he
feels for someone

el de esteban
Esteban is a name of male. It comes from the word £aae±½ to ( stefanos ) which in ancient Greek means '' crowned ''? 
). From the Christianization, use is associated less with its Greek origin and more with the Saints and popes who carried
this name

el de esteban
Stephen's is a restaurant in the calle Cava Baja, 36 of Madrid. Cocido madrileño specialty.

el defensor
The Lincoln Lawyer ( titled in Spanish the innocent in Spain, guilty or innocent in Argentina and the defender in Mexico )
It is a legal thriller premiered on March 18, 2011 in United States, on May 13 of the same year in Spain and April 21 of
the same year in Argentina. Film starring Matthew McConaughey, Marisa Tomei, Ryan Phillippe, and William H. Macy
and directed by Brad Furman and based on the novel by Michael Connelly.

el etéra
in Italian the Spanish eteraen and etereter [E-te - ra] sf in the ancient Greece, a woman of free morals who took care of
very refined way; Estens value of euphemism, prostitute.



el fondo ideologico
Political system whose competences are diverse as education, communication of Continental AprendizajesRealidad and
NacionalSistematizaciónEconomía SolidariaAutodiagnóstico Popularfacilitacion Comunitariocooperacion

el fonologo
fonologo = fonologofonologo,-ga s. m. and f. person dedicated to the phonology.

el gatt
It is the symbol which corresponds to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade ( in Spanish, known as the General
Agreement on trade and tariffs ). It is a Convention that was devised in the framework of the Havana Conference which
was held in 1947 and which was signed a year later by 23 countries, with the aim of fixing a set of guidelines of tariff
concessions and commercial reach.

el go to sleep
English to Spanish sleepen go go to sleep

el gran teocalli cultura azteca
A teocalli nahuatl word that means; 40: "Calli, House or enclosure " and "Teotl energy "  ) It is a Mesoamerican pyramid
surmounted by a temple. This pyramid is of terraces and many Mexican religious rituals of pre-Columbian Mexico took
place in such templosEl José María Heredia Cuban poet wrote a poem entitled the teocalli of CholulaEn in modern
Chicano culture refers to the native American Church as " teocalli ".

el hamaca
Formerly known only " Oasis Hamaca " this magnificent resort belonging to the chain Be Live Hotels, is located to the
southeast of the Dominican Republic, 5 minutes from Las Americas International Airport and 25 minutes from the
historic city of Santo Domingo.

el hamaca
the hammock is incorrectly written and it should be written as "the hammock" being its meaning:<br>the hammock = the
hamacaLa hammock is an object used to sleep or rest. It consists of a canvas or network consisting of twine or thin rope
that attaches to two strong points.

el orden
The order is a value that is learned in the home and with us for life. There are those who are ordained by nature, but for
others the order is a value that must be purchased. Either way, the order is essential to succeed in life and hence the
importance of educating children from very small to this value.

el pasado el calvario y la cruz
On the mechanism of repression and its conscious parallel, that tendency to not see or hide what causes us displacer,
and the consequences of their abuse ( degree of repression is normal ). At that time came to my mind that part of our
national anthem which says: is necessary to cover with a veil past, the Calvary and the cross.The author of our anthem,
Jerónimo de la Ossa, wanted to tell us that there is a need for shelter, clothing, shelter, those events that caused us
suffering, pain and death, so that we can continue later with vigor new and focused on that tomorrow will be better and
thus to achieve, finally, so long-awaited victory.I think that this idea of covering with veils events that generated us pain
and sadness have an extremely important effect not only in the nation or State, but also in reference to the strictly
individual.



el persea
Persea americanaEl avocado is a plant belonging to the family of the the uraceas. Originally from Guatemala, part of
Central America and the Mexico.es a plant perennial, growing vegetative, arriving in their natural habitat at a height of
10-12 meters. With surface roots, which absorb water and nutrients mainly in primary tissue through probes; This
determines the susceptibility of the tree to the excess moisture that leads to attacks by fungi and vascular rots.

el poliglosia
poliglosia f. [ling]. I joint of linguistic variants that presents the mother tongue.

el quan
in catalan the Spanish quanen when

el rudimento
1.-The rudiment is first knowledge of a science or profession.<br>2. A rudiment is a basic pattern used in the study of
percussion instruments that used sticks, especially the box.<br>3-1. m. embryo or primordial State and report of an
organico.2. m. part of a being imperfectly organic desarrollada.3. m. pl. Early studies of any science or profession.

el samba
The samba is a genre of African roots in Brazil, from which derives a type of dance. It is one of the main manifestations
of Brazilian popular culture and a symbol of identity nacional.2Si in almost all Latin America used the female voice ( )
samba, in Brazil and in countries such as Argentina, Cuba and Uruguay, the male voice is used ( 41 samba;1. Do not
confuse it with the zamba, completely different, of Hispanic origin genre.

el sicnificado de una jeringosa
the sicnificado of a jeringosa is incorrectly written and it should be written as "jeringoza" being its meaning:<br>jeringosa
= jeringozaLa gibberish, jerigonzo, or jerigoncio on the one hand and the geringoso or jeringozo on the other, are two
playful variations of speech in which interspersed are syllables between a word repeatedly. I was originally called
gibberish to any language of bad taste, complicated and difficult to understand, 1 but eventually its meaning varied
specific collation mode.

el singnificad de preadamita
Applies to the so-called pre-Adan.el men preadanismo was an opinion held in the middle of the seventeenth century by
Isaac de La Peyrère ( 1594-1676 ) Calvinist and gentleman of the House of Louis II of Bourbon, Prince of Condé, in a
book published in the year 1655, entitled Praedamite (Praeadamitae, Amsterdam: l. & D. Elzevier, 1655; latest edition: I
preadamiti = Praedamitae: 1655, Macerata: Quodlibet, 2004 ).

el talon de aquiles
the Achilles heel = AquilesEl heel Achilles heel is an expression used to refer to the item skinny or weak of a person or
thing.

el tezontla molida
the ground tezontla = tezontle molidoEl volcanic rock used for floral arrangements, construction of baths temazcal,
furnaces for BBQ or bread, for the manufacture of wall with black; When the volcanic rock is ground you can use as filler
on dirt streets or façade of some houses or buildings. In addition, tezontle is much used in the construction industry for
houses or dams.



el wakamaya
the wakamaya is incorrectly written and it should be written as "guakamayo" being its meaning:<br>the wakamaya = the
guakamayoEn the animal Kingdom, we find a large group of birds that amaze us by their diversity, in terms of colors,
shapes, sizes and forms of life. Within this group, there are thousands of them, like the macaw.

el wankar
the wankar or hype k '' antu, is a giant drum of double patch...

elasticidad muscular
Muscle elasticity is the ability of the muscles relax and recover its long initial after a contraction; This process depends
primarily on the initial length of the muscle fibers, since the bigger the length of them, wider will be the movement of
contraction and relaxation allowing greater muscular elasticity which is a property that does not improve with effort
exercises but through the stretching of the muscle fibers in the warmups indirectly increasing the force and power.

elementos sustentantes
Load-bearing elements: pillar and 40 column; according to its section is polygonal or circular ) and all types of wall (
classified according to its regularity or material: cyclopean wall, masonry, of sillar, of Ashlar, brick, adobe, mud etc.  )
buttresses and foundations. Also their parts, such as the base, shaft and capital of a classical column.

eletrica
eletrica is incorrectly written, and should be written as "electrical" being its meaning:<br>eletrica = Electricase called
power to the form of energy resulting from the existence of a potential difference between two points, allowing you to set
up an electric current between the two when you are put in contact by means of an electrical conductor. The power can
be turned into many other forms of energy, such as light energy or light, mechanical energy and heat energy.

eletrica
eletrica is incorrectly written, and should be written as "electrical" being its meaning:<br>Electric = electric "Electric " It is
a series created by Esteban Menis. Produced by UN3.TV ( the three University of February Channel ) and I cry of
happiness. With Esteban Menis, Liniers, Iair Said, and Paula Grinszpan as protagonists. With shares of Jorge Drexler,
Daniel Hendler, Lali Espósito, María Carámbula, Kevin Johansen and Martín Piroyansky, among others. In nine
chapters the history of Jonathan Mayer, owner of "Electric " producer who hires Liniers to a new television project.

elevar en derecho
increase in law is incorrectly written and it should be written as "raise right" being its meaning:<br>raise right = raise
derechoLa education of the Federal District, Mara Robles, proposed, before the National Council of 40 educational
authorities;Conaedu ) raise right access to food and education in arts in schools

eliday
eliday is incorrectly written and should be written as "eli day" being its meaning:<br>eliday = English dayen dayen
Spanish day eli eli eli

elidey
Feminine name.

elidían
" elidían; 34: third-person plural preterite imperfect 40 copreterito ) indicative of the verb " elidir ".Meaning of " " elidir: tr.



gram. Delete the vowel that ends a Word when the next begins with another vowel.Meaning of " " elidir: tr. Frustrated,
weaken somewhat.Synonym of " " elidir: delete, delete, weaken and fail.

elidían
elidirelidir v. elidian tr.1 suppress the vowel that has just one word when the following vowel begins: in the contraction '' 
'' del´´ by ''  '' of el´´ it has elidido the vowel of the preposicion.2 delete a Word from a sentence when it is understood: in
Spanish is common to elidir oracion.elidir tr subject. Frustrated, feather [a thing]. gram. Delete the unstressed vowel that
has just one word when the next begins with another vowel: of the for of the.

elizdey
Female name

elkartea
in Basque language elkarteaen Spanish Association

elkarturik
in Basque Spanish elkarturiken together

elocuentes
eloquent = plural of elocuenteelocuente adj.1 which explains very well the things that convince people that the
escuchan.2 which means or implies a cosa.adj. Who speaks or writes with eloquence, or has it.

elogacion
elogacion is incorrectly written, and should be written as "elongation" being its meaning:<br>elogacion = s.
elongacionelongacion f.1 angular distance between two stars, measured from the ground, especially between a planet
and Sol.2 lengthening of a part subjected to traction before romperse.3 a member or a nerve stretch.

emanaba
1. Verb emanate: ( ) combine exuded is: 1st person singular ( I ) imperfect indicative 3rd person singular ( he/she/you )
imperfect indicative<br>2. Broadcast, stemmed, expanding, it radiated, he threw, he exhaled,

emanaciones
plural of emanacionemanacion f. detachment or emission of volatile substances of a body: emission of gases.   
Effluvium, exhalation.    Origin or derivation of something whose nature is involved.

emanado
Verb emanate.One thing from another, to have originated. Out or break off a smell, a steamer or a radiation of a body or
object. Get rid of the bodies the volatile substances.Derive, bring home a cause whose substance is participa.tr.
Remove yes [something].

emanciádo
The emancipation, refers to all the action that allows a person or a group of people access to a State of autonomy by
cessation of the subject to any authority or power, like for example the female emancipation of the colonies at the time of
its independence to access.



emancipada
IndependizadaDe emancipated. Release with respect to a power, authority, a guardianship or any other type of
subordination or dependencia.2 emancipated. Release one or more persons with respect to a power, authority, a
guardianship or any other type of subordination or dependency

embarada
You should write embarrada:participio feminine singular of the verb " embarrar ". tr. and prnl. Spread, cover, or smearing
with mud or other viscous substance.     Amer. Slander, discredit someone. Amer. Complicated to someone in a matter
icito.    Amer. Committing a crime.Meaning of " " muddy: tr. and r. cover, brush, or spot with mud.

embelequeros
embelequeros embelequeroembelequero, plural-ra adj.   (41 Chile; and (P. 41 Rico; Frivolous, fond of deceptions.

embelequeros
embelequeros embelequero EmbelequeroEsta plural word so common in almost all of the Zulia is not our dialect, but the
mother country where the deceptions are lies and therefore to say them is called as well. However it was assimilated
and even is also used to express something different as a way of saying a meddlesome person

embotado
adamantine

embotado
hampered

embotado
In psychology the blunt term refers to a significant reduction in the intensity of emotional expression.

embotado
That you think or has been insensitive:

embotado
adjective, figurative ( 41 not clear head;

embotado
He says the foil whose tip is blunt with a button so don't offer danger.

embretar
1 " embretar " Glossary of slang and idioms of Argentina: ( pop.  ) Place to another in trouble; in difficult
situation.<br>2.-embretar1.   ( v. tr.  ) Put the animals in the corral.<br>3 " embretar " Glossary of terms gauchesque and
Criollo of Argentina: confine, imprison.


